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In this release, we've added a few improvements and bug fixes.

Improvements

EXACOMP-929 Introduced a 'Submit' state whenever triggering an Exalate manually

EXACOMP-1001 Added Publishing status when clicking the "Publish" button at the bottom of the page in a

Visual mode

EXACOMP-1285 Added a possibility to refresh connections after updating the license

EXACOMP-1454 Updated "Getting started" content

EXACOMP-1559 Improved the way errors are being displayed on a Connections page

EXACOMP-1621 Improved the text visibility on the Sync panel screen

EXACOMP-1428 Updated the "Getting Started" screen on the Exalate console

EXACOMP-1249 Improved tooltip for local connection

Bug fixes

ZENDESK-360 Fixed the issue with upgrading the Free Plan by adding a new license

EXACOMP-1339 Fixed the arrows in the Sync method

EXACOMP-1361 Fixed the issue with creating premium connections after updating the license

EXACOMP-1415 Fixed the issue with the connections not being visible just after login

EXACOMP-1477 Added the Edit connection button

EXACOMP-1478 Fixed the overlapping issue with the long connection names on the Establish connection

module

EXACOMP-1509 Fixed the issue with all the connection types visibility right after login

EXACOMP-1531 Fixed the Refresh page issues

EXACOMP-1546 Improved the messages that are displayed when trying to authorize without a token

EXACOMP-1554 Connection window scroll

EXACOMP-1571 Fixed the Exalate plans overview

EXACOMP-1612 Fixed the log out option

EXACOMP-1560 Improved the notification that appears when entity key expression is wrong

EXACOMP-1536 Fixed the markup in the Initiate connection dialog

http://exalatedocs.knowledgeowl.com/docs/search?phrase=:Zendesk
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